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CALLING ALL ODND FOSTERS

These dogs and cats are looking for foster homes. If you are interested

in one of the animals featured below, please contact us through our email, woof@olddogsnewdigs.com. You can also see our adoptable animals
on our Facebook page or on our website, www.olddogsnewdigs.com.

To keep up with our foster needs in between newsletters, follow us on Facebook and check our website.

Ginger - CO

Ginger is a 14 year old

Blue is a male English Setter, guessed to

be around 11 or 12 years old. He came into the shelter as a

little lady with tortie markings who ended up

stray at a very underweight 50 pounds. The shelter is still

at the shelter as a stray. Ginger has sweet and

learning about Blue but we do know he has a stiff hind end,

affectionate moments, but also has moments

he is underweight, anemic, and possibly has some liver and

where she wants to be more independent.

kidney function issues. Blue appears to be house-trained in

She recently had a dental and has been

the shelter environment and has shown that he is good

getting healthier, but she does have some

with other mellow, respectful dogs. We hope to get him

compromised kidney values so she’ll need a

into foster so we can get him healthier and learn more

home that can help her stay on top of that.

about him.

•

•

Ginger is located in Evans, CO and is
seeking a Colorado foster.

Moose - CO Moose is a 7 year

old bull terrier with a bundle of

medical concerns. We are looking for
a foster who can help us work on
these to get Moose healthy again.
Moose is also deaf. With all his health
concerns, he is still so sweet. Moose
has lived with cats, dogs, and older
children before and we think could
do well in a home with any of these
who can be respectful of Moose as
he settles in and gets healthier.

•

Blue - CO

Moose is located in Brighton, CO
and is seeking a Colorado foster.

Blue is located in Brighton, CO and is seeking a Colorado
foster.

Santa’s Little Helper - CO

Santa’s Little Helper is adorable

and he is also smart, healthy, and the perfect size at 44 pounds. SLH is 8
years old and came into the shelter as a stray so we don’t know his
history, but at the shelter he has done well with mellow, respectful dogs
that give him a little space. He can be a little timid at first when meeting
new people, especially with men, but he warms up pretty quickly with the
help of some yummy treats and a patient and gentle handler.

• Santa’s Little Helper is located in Evans, CO and is seeking a Colorado
foster.

Newsletter Content
Do you have an ODND foster story or adoption success that you would
like to share with us? We would love to hear from you!
You can email your stories and pictures to sam@olddogsnewdigs.com
and they just may be featured in a future ODND newsletter!
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PARTNER SHELTER FEATURE

Partnering with our Friends at the SPCA of Hancock County to Help Animals In Need - by Martie Crone
Old Dogs New Digs has a long-standing partnership with the SPCA of Hancock County in

Trenton/Ellsworth, Maine to help senior and special-needs dogs & cats. The staff at the
HCSPCA have been great to work with over the years. Not only have they reached out to ODND
when they had a senior who needed some extra networking., but they have been terrific about
taking ownership of animals that we wanted to help and the animal’s caretaker could no longer
keep. HCSPCA has probably even responded to our requests for partnership more often than
they’ve asked for our help!
One dog ODND was able to help the HCSPCA with was Lady, a beautiful, happy and sweet senior with fairly severe arthritis
and either liver disease or cancer. Because of her age, and because there was no treatment if it was cancer, the shelter opted
not to do a biopsy. Lady needed a home with someone who was willing to accept that uncertainty, as well as provide the
supplements and medications she needed. ODND was able to get Lady into one of our foster homes and then found a home
for her with a wonderful couple! Sadly, Lady passed away recently, but she was well loved by her new family until the end.
Lady Lu was an older pup HCSPCA took in from her owners at ODND request because she wasn’t doing well with their young
child. ODND planned to find her a foster home, but HCSPCA was able to find Lady Lu an adopter before we ever had a chance!
Harley, a deaf and blind cocker spaniel, was another dog surrendered by his owner. HCSPCA took ownership of Harley at
ODND’s request and, because of that, we were able to put him in one of our foster homes. Harley had other health issues as
well, so it took a while, but we found the perfect home for the little guy. Now he is completely adored and SO well cared for!
Midnight is a cat that the HCSPCA took in when ODND requested they do so. She has some health issues, but is the
sweetest, spunkiest senior around! Her purr will knock your socks off! Midnight is in foster with one of our board members
and waiting for a home with someone who is willing to love a cat with special needs.
Another special needs animal is Kindle. At only 2 years old, Kindle has old injuries to his knees that make him quite lame. He

was at a small shelter that wasn’t equipped to help him, so the HCSPCA took ownership and ODND is working with his foster to see how he can be helped.

Kindle goes to physical therapy sessions 2-3 times per week and we are also trying acupuncture for him. Kindle needs a home with someone who can continue
working with him to improve his quality of life.
Sometimes, serendipity kicks in to the benefit of all… Jake is a senior beagle the HCSPCA took in at just about the same time someone who had adopted one
of ODND’s very first dogs was looking for… a beagle! See the photo to the right for the happy results!
And there are many more… A couple of foster fails/successes come to mind. Sadie, a 12 year old terrier mix, and
Rev, an 8 year old pittie mix now known as Buster Brown, are now beloved members of their families.
We have been able to help so many animals because of our partnership with the HCSPCA! We’ve worked with them
in just about every scenario possible, sharing a dedication to finding homes for animals who may have greater needs
than the typical shelter pet. Many thanks to all the staff who have collaborated with ODND over several years! And,
this includes a current volunteer for ODND, Shelby, who helps us with matching dogs and adopters or fosters , as well
as Dani, who does monthly nail clippings and sends the proceeds to ODND!!
Pictured: left top, Midnight; bottom Lady with her new family; right clockwise from top, Harley with adopter Ann, Jake
with new family member; Lady Lu at HCSPCA, and Kindle in his foster home.
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Laika - CO

Who Found a Home Since Our Last Edition?

Brandy - ME

Teddy - CO

HOW TO DONATE:

Baylee - ME

Shelby & Spencer - ME

Crusher - ME

Jack - ME

Trixie - FL

Merlin - ME

Looking for ways to support Old Dogs New Digs? Fantastic! There are many options for you!

Clynk - A bottle and can returnable program run through Hannafords Supermarkets. You buy the green Clynk bags at Hannafords and request the stickers from us
by emailing bookkeeper@olddogsnewdigs.com. Fill your bag and drop it at the nearest Hannaford Clynk location. Already have your own Clynk account? No
problem! You can choose, through your Clynk account online, to have funds transferred to ODND.

Amazon Smile - Just about anything you buy on Amazon can support ODND! Just start your order at smile.amazon.com and select Old Dogs New Digs as your
charity!

ODND Website - Check out our website to see any online fundraisers we are currently running. You can also go to our “Support” tab where you’ll find other
ways to donate, such as through PayPal, and you’ll also find more information there about Clynk and Amazon Smile.

NEW!! Donate to ODND using Venmo - Find us in the business section using @olddogsnewdigs - see our ODND Website under the “Support” tab.
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ADOPTION SUCCESS STORY Obi Adopted by Elaine & Kerry - Maine

Obi and Zumbido, Portuguese Pendengos, came to ODND in September of 2018. Both were seniors with

special needs looking for a new home due to their family’s upcoming relocation overseas. Obi found his
home with Elaine and Kerry in October and Zumbido found his as well with another family in November.
Here, in Elaine’s own words, is the next part of Obi’s tale.
“In late 2017, our family lost our beloved 14-year-old terrier, Molly to an aggressive brain tumor. We
were bereft as was our Shih-tzu, Winnie, who had spent her entire life with Molly. In 2018, after some
discussion, my husband and I decided to look for an older dog to bring into our family since we have far
too much love to give. We went to our local animal shelter, PAWS, in Calais and we were told that the dogs
are fostered and we could find dogs waiting for homes on” the Old Dogs New Digs website. Wasting no
time, we began to search… We knew that we were looking for an older dog since Winnie was seven years

old at the time. We also recognized that we were looking for a dog who would accept living with a cat (yes, we have Dory, a tortoiseshell who was
rescued as a kitten). When we saw the photo of Obi, he looked so sweet. He was comparably sized with Winnie and was fine with cats. Score!! The
more we read about Obi, the more intrigued we became. Obi was living in a home (we call them his “first family”) and because his first family had
to work abroad for several years, they felt that the stress of mandatory quarantine would be too much for Obi and for them.” Elaine and Kerry
also learned that “Obi was different in another way: he has no eyes. His first family rescued Obi from a high kill shelter in Texas” driving hundreds
of miles to rescue him. “Soon after, it became apparent that Obi had advanced glaucoma. His first family opted to have his eyes removed.”
Elaine tells us “I will admit: friends and family thought we were “nuts” but we weren’t deterred. We exchanged many emails with Obi’s first
family to learn more about what it would be like to have an older dog who had his eyes removed several years before. We made an appointment
to meet Obi in his home and we brought Winnie, too, since the two dogs would determine our next steps. Obi and Winnie were friendly but
cautious and we believed that Obi would be a good fit for our family. He came home with us the same day.”
In his new home, “Obi was shy at first but quickly adjusted… He and Winnie are best friends and even Dory, the cat, loves him. We taught Obi
how to go up and down stairs… He walks on a leash and, at our very remote vacation home he has freedom to walk with us off-leash. Our vacation

home is on a lake about 40 minutes from home and he loves going into the water to bark at the ducks (who pay him no mind at all). Obi
loves to go kayaking (he has his own life vest) but Winnie, who is not interested in water sports, keeps a close eye on him from shore.”
Both Elaine and Kerry expressed that “Obi has enriched our lives and dispelled the notions of others who thought that we were “nuts”
for adopting a blind dog. Obi is amazing in his capacity to adapt to different locations, his adventurous spirit, and his zest for life. Those
who don’t know that he is blind are amazed by his ability to maneuver around obstacles with ease. (Just saying...we LOVE Obi). He is the
happiest dog we’ve ever seen. We keep in touch with Obi’s first family several times a year. They still miss Obi and are happy to receive
our photos and updates. In fact, I contacted his first family to let them know that Obi might be highlighted in an ODND newsletter and
they are thrilled.” Elaine shared a message from Obi’s first family with us that we found very kind and sweet, “Old Dogs New Digs
understands that not every rejoining is tragic; sometimes it’s the next right step!”
Written by Obi's forever family, Elaine and Kerry! Thank you both for giving Obi a great new family!
Pictured: left top, Obi; bottom Obi, Elaine, and Winnie; right top, Obi kayaking with Elaine; bottom, Obi and Winnie at home on the couch.

